New England Indoor Championships in the largest building for the purpose in New England. But new blood has been infused into the First Regiment Association, and they are once more on their feet, and also wish to take an active part in the management of this big athletic meeting. The games will undoubtedly be held March 9th.

There has been much talk in athletic circles about the coming B. A. A. games. At this meeting Technology runs Brown a relay team race, and it behooves every student at the Institute to be present at Mechanics Building on this occasion, and cheer our fleet-footed runners on to victory. Last February the Worcester Polytechnic Institute was easily defeated by Technology’s team of four, and with two of that team, and the two selected from the other promising athletes of this year, there is no reason why we shouldn’t show the Brown contestants our numbers. At Providence the college athletic association has built a board track around the six-lap enclosure for the team to train on; while here, at Technology, the management is obliged to utilize our small gymnasium for purposes of long-distance running. In spite of these disadvantages the race should prove close and exciting, and one of the star events of the evening.

---

**With a Collarette.**

About thy throat so fair and white,
Now bind this band with buckle bright.
A pretty sight I know 'twill be,
But not so fair as thee to see.

Beneath each bow a kiss I'll press,
A guardian true, a fond caress.
Oh would I were a sentry there,
To guard thee, love, with constant care!

R. H. S.

---

**So say we all of us.**

I took her to the promenade,
And spent my last lean bill.
I have not ridden since that night;
I'm promenading still.

—Yale Record.

---

One hour a week of debating is required of each Amherst Senior.

It has been definitely decided to support a University crew at Columbia this spring.

The centennial of the Harvard Hasty Pudding Club will be celebrated this year.

Yale and Harvard have debated together seven times, and Harvard has won each time.

Cornell has abolished the system of examinations, and will graduate students upon their term work.

Eleven of Harvard’s prominent athletes were among those who received honors at Commencement.

Harvard has in her libraries a picture of every graduate since 1752. The total number is about 26,000.

The Presidents of the colleges in Indiana have decided to prohibit football at the institutions they represent.

Among the three thousand students registered at Harvard University, four hundred are actively engaged in athletics.

Seventeen thousand eight hundred dollars have been given in subscriptions during the past year to Haverford College.

W. Gordon Parker, the interscholastic tennis champion, is now traveling abroad. He intends to enter Harvard next fall.

Wesleyan has received a gift of $50,000, to be used in the erection of a fire-proof library at the Ohio Wesleyan University.